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SnapLogic is the industry’s first unified data and application
integration platform as a service (iPaaS). Powered by pre-built
integration components called Snaps, SnapLogic helps
customers easily connect any combination of cloud
applications, APIs and data sources. The company is backed by
Andreessen Horowitz, Ignition Partners and Triangle Peak
Partners.
 
To read more about SnapLogic click here.
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SnapLogic was an early-stage company just beginning to build its brand and business.

Like most startups, it used first round VC funding primarily for product development,

leaving few resources for marketing and sales. Between participating in events, hosting

webinars and doing their own outbound email marketing, the SnapLogic team was

stretched to the limit, with inconsistent and disappointing results. Their pipeline was

almost empty—and sales was spinning its wheels.
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EMY, our cloud-based, AI-driven email prospecting assistant, spends
her days (and nights too — this girl never sleeps!) identifying,
engaging and converting the right decision-makers for our client's
specific line of business into PALs® and delivers them to your inbox or
CRM.

WHO�IS�EMY?

PALs® are powerful because they’re influential decision-makers, and
actionable because they come to you ready to take the next step. EMY
works hard at filling our clients' sales funnel with a steady stream of
PALs®

POWERFUL�ACTIONABLE�LEADS�(PALS)

WHAT�WE�DID
SnapLogic decided to enlist the help of a third-
party expert to jumpstart its lead flow, but
budget constraints meant it needed to ensure
cost-per-lead ROI. 
 
Vendisys, with its track record of delivering
Powerful Actionable Leads (pals) and cost-per-
lead pricing, was the obvious choice. 
 
Our turnkey campaign setup and intelligent
agent "EMY" gave SnapLogic the quick launch
andimmediate results it was looking for.
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Vendisys helped SnapLogic rapidly increase its pipeline and expand its footprint in the cloud integration marketplace.

Using Vendisys’ email prospecting engine, SnapLogic’s sales team could set up meetings with top decision makers,

shifting their focus from chasing business to closing it. In fact, one of these meetings quickly turned into a deal with a

multi-billion dollar engineering firm that closed in 20% less time.

 

Overall, this new lead generation approach delivered a 10% return from meeting to opportunity and increased

SnapLogic’s pipeline by 35% to over $500K in opportunities—

the best results in the company’s history.
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SHORTER�SALES�CYCLE
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“Vendisys’ efforts allowed us to
rapidly increase our footprint and

visibility in the market while also

expanding our pipeline by 35%.”
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“Vendisys’ efforts allowed us to
rapidly increase our footprint and

visibility in the market while also

expanding our pipeline by 35%.”

EDIZ�ERTEKIN
VP�OF�FIELD�OPERATIONS,�
SNAPLOGIC�INC�
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info@vendisys.com
EMAIL�

+1 (415) 930-4800
CALL�US

 156 2nd Street, San Francisco, CA 94105

Schedule�Your�Demo�Today!


